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ABSTRACT

Existing permissioned blockchains often rely on coordination-based
consensus protocols to ensure the safe execution of applications
in a Byzantine environment. Furthermore, the protocols serialize
the transactions by ordering them in a global order. The serializ-
ability preserves the correctness of the application’s state stored
on the blockchain. However, coordination-based protocols limit
the throughput and scalability and induce high latency. In contrast,
application-level correctness requirements exist that are not depen-
dent on the order of transactions, known as invariant-confluence
(I-confluence). The I-confluent applications can execute transactions
in a coordination-free manner, benefiting from the improved scal-
ability compared to the coordination-based approaches. The safety
and liveness of I-confluent applications are studied in non-Byzantine
environments, but the correct executionof suchapplications remains
a challenge in Byzantine coordination-free environments. We intro-
duceOrderlessChain, a novel permissioned blockchain based on a
novel BFT coordination-free protocol for the safe and live execution
of I-confluent applications in a Byzantine environment. We imple-
mented a prototype of our system, and our evaluation results show
that our coordination-free approach performs significantly better
than coordination-based blockchains.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The main property contributing to blockchains’ popularity is the
trusted execution of transactions in a trustless, decentralized envi-
ronment. To offer trust and prevent Byzantine behavior, blockchains
use consensus protocols, such as the Proof-of-Work-based (PoW) pro-
tocol used in Bitcoin [53]. Another essential property of consensus
protocols is to enable the system to agree on the total global order of
transactions for a serialized execution. The serializability is required
to preserve the correctness of the application’s state stored on the
blockchain. For example, serialization prevents a user’s negative
account balance in the case of Bitcoin, as every node sequentially
executes the transactions in the same order. However, the consen-
sus protocols in several blockchains are severe bottlenecks to their
throughput and latency [35, 68].

In contrast to public blockchains, permissioned blockchains are
only accessible by authenticated and authorized participants [11, 68].
Although the participants’ identity is known, they do not trust each
other. Permissioned blockchains, such as Hyperledger Fabric (Fab-
ric) [2], take advantage of their permissioned property to implement
more efficient coordination-based consensus protocols. However,
the coordination-based nature of these protocols remains a bottle-
neck [14, 15, 71].

Decreasing coordination plays a vital role in improving the scala-
bility of any distributed system [4]. A coordination-free blockchain
could enable the concurrent execution of transactions, leading to
improved throughput and latency. However, simply eliminating
the coordination may jeopardize the application’s correctness. For
example, a payment processing application may require rejecting
transactions that result innegative account balances.A coordination-
free blockchain cannot preserve this [4, 38].

In contrast, there exist application-level correctness requirements
that can be preserved in a coordination-free distributed system,
which are known as Invariant-Confluent (I-confluent) invariant con-
ditions [4]. For example, transactions that only deposit funds to
an account can be executed without coordination. In other words,
the I-confluent transactions can be processed in any order while
preserving application-level correctness, and the final state of the
application is independent of the order of the transactions. One
technique that can create I-confluent transactions is Conflict-free
Replicated Data Types (CRDTs) [70]. CRDTs are abstract data types
that converge to the same state in a coordination-free environment.

Bailis et al. [4] demonstrated that unordered transactions preserve
the I-confluent invariants of applications in non-Byzantine and even-
tually consistent environments. In other words, applications with I-
confluent invariants are safe and live in non-Byzantine coordination-
free environments. The authors also showed coordination-free ap-
proaches’ improved scalability, throughput, and latency. However,
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preserving the safety and liveness of applications in aByzantine envi-
ronmentdependsonpayingahighcoordinationcost inother systems
and is challenging without coordination [14, 25, 35, 68, 71, 83]. By
providing a BFT coordination-free environment where I-confluent
applications remain safe and live, we benefit from improved perfor-
mance and scalabilitywhile ensuring trust in a trustless environment.
In this work, we presentOrderlessChain, a coordination-free per-
missioned blockchain without a total global order of transactions.
OrderlessChain uses the properties of permissioned blockchains
and CRDTs to offer an innovative BFT coordination-free two-phase
execute-commit protocol for creating safe and live applications. We
also built five applications onOrderlessChain to show its practi-
cability.

In summary, we offer the following contributions in this paper:
(1) We introduce a novel BFT coordination-free protocol without

requiring the nodes to coordinate to reach a consensus. We
also offer proof of its BFT property.

(2) WepresentOrderlessChain, anovelpermissionedblockchain
based on our BFT protocol, capable of executing safe and live
applications. Our system eliminates the coordination over-
head and significantly improves the throughput and scalabil-
ity over coordination-based blockchains.

(3) We present a novel approach for creating Turing-complete
blockchain applications based onCRDTs,which preserves the
I-confluent invariants of applications in a coordination-free
Byzantine environment and ismore scalable than the existing
CRDT-enabled blockchain.

(4) We implement a prototype of OrderlessChain and demon-
strate our approach’s improved throughput and latency for
I-confluent applications compared to coordination-based per-
missioned blockchains.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we pro-
vide a background on I-confluence and CRDTs in Section 2 followed
by our systemmodel in Section 3. Then, we explain our protocol in
Section 4. We discuss the applications of OrderlessChain and its
implementation in Sections 5 and 6.We also explain our approach for
preserving application-level correctness requirements in Section 7,
and the effects of Byzantine participants in Section 8. We present
evaluations in Section 9 and review related work in Section 10.

2 BACKGROUND

Invariant Conditions and Invariant Confluence – Different
applications have different correctness requirements. For example,
a banking application may be required to prevent the customers’
account balances from dropping below zero. Developers specify the
correctness of an application by defining a set of invariant conditions
{I1,...,Is} on the application’s state. Each Ij represents a requirement
that nodes must preserve during the application’s lifecycle. Pre-
serving invariants in a distributed systemwith globally serialized
transactions is relatively straightforward. Provided that each transac-
tion preserves the invariants, serialization enables the nodes to apply
the transactions in a sequentially isolated manner and preserve the
invariants. However, serialization comes at a high coordination cost.
In a coordination-free distributed system, the nodes may receive the
transactions in different orders. Hence, preserving invariants is chal-
lenging. For example, a node that stores the account balance of a cus-
tomerwith an account balance of {Balance :100} can accept only one

of the withdrawal transactions ofWithdraw(50) andWithdraw(60).
Applying both transactions would result in a negative account bal-
ance and violates the application’s invariants.Without coordination,
the nodes cannot agree to accept one of the two transactions.

Bailis et al. [4] studied preserving invariants in a non-Byzantine
coordination-free distributed systemand introduced thenotionof In-
variant Confluence (I-confluence). A set of transactions {TS1,...,TSm}
is I-confluent with regard to an invariant condition Ij , if the trans-
actions can be applied in different orders on different nodes while
preserving Ij . Consider thementionedwithdrawal transactions as an
example of a non-I-confluent transaction set. However, two deposit
transactions Deposit (50) and Deposit (60) are I-confluent, as apply-
ing these transactions in anyorderondifferentnodesdoesnot violate
the non-negative balance invariant condition. Hence, the I-confluent
transactions must have these two properties: (1) Commutativity:
The transactions can be applied in any order. (2) Convergence: The
final state is independent on the order of transactions. Bailis et al.
proved that only I-confluent transactions could be executed on a
coordination-free distributed system, and non-I-confluent transac-
tions require coordination among the system’s nodes [4].

Conflict-free Replicated Data Types – One available tech-
nique that provides commutative and convergent transactions as
I-confluence requires isConflict-freeReplicatedDataTypes (CRDTs).
CRDTs represent abstract data types that converge to the same state
in the presence of concurrent transactions in a coordination-free
distributed system [70]. These data types encapsulate common data
structures such as maps and provide APIs for reading andmodifying
their values. Since concurrent transactions can result in conflicting
values, CRDTs use built-in mechanisms to resolve conflicts without
coordination. Shapiro et al. [70] formalized CRDTs and proved their
strong eventual consistency property (SEC) in an eventually con-
sistent system. An SEC system has two requirements: (1) Eventual
delivery of transactions: If a transaction is delivered to one correct
node, then all correct nodes will eventually receive the transaction.
(2) Strong convergence of nodes: If the same set of transactions is
applied on every correct node, then the nodes’ state immediately
converges to the same state [70].

CRDTs synchronize among different nodes through propagat-
ing commutative transactions [44]. When extending common data
structures with CRDT features, the transactions may inherently be
commutative or not. For example, a counter is easily modeled as a
CRDT since increment transactions are intrinsically commutative.
However, modifications for several other data types are not commu-
tative. For instance, assigning a value to a single-value register is not
inherently commutative. For converting a register to a CRDT, the
register needs to be extended with metadata, defining its behavior
in the presence of concurrent modifications. This is achieved with
the help of the happened-before relation [70] that defines the causal
order between two events based on logical clocks [41]. The theoret-
ical foundation for defining the requirements of several CRDTs has
been studied thoroughly [37, 64].

3 SYSTEMMODEL

SystemModel –OrderlessChain is a strongly eventually consis-
tent, asynchronous permissioned blockchain. AnOrderlessChain
network consists of a set of organizations {O1,...,On} and a set of
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clients {C1,...,Cr }. Organizations can communicate with other non-
failed organizations by sending and receiving messages. A unique
identifier is assigned to each organization and client. The identity of
each organization is known to every other organization and client
in the network. An organization represents entities that range from
large corporations to small businesses or even individuals. The pur-
pose of organizations is to define trust boundaries in the system.
Although the organizations’ identity is known to each other, the
organizations do not necessarily trust each other.

Running Example – To better convey our system model and
design, we create a voting application to which we refer throughout
the paper. Each voter Voteri can vote for one party among the can-
didate parties in {P1,...,Pn}. The network consists of n organizations,
each representing one distinct party. Each organization receives and
stores votes from voters. We consider the application correct if each
voter votes for at most one party. We chose this use case since vot-
ing applications are among popular blockchain use cases [30]. Also,
studies have shown that coordination in such highly concurrent
use cases is a bottleneck [71]. For example, on Fabric, up to 90% of
transactions in a voting application may fail [14].

Application’sWorld State – Each organization stores a replica
of the application’s state as a set of key-value pairs represented
by STOi , which represents the application state at organization Oi .
Since OrderlessChain is an SEC system, the replicated applica-
tion states STO1 ,...,STOn at organizationsO1,...,On may diverge from
each other, but will eventually converge to the same state. At any
given point in time, we define the application’s world state STApp as
STApp =∪n

i=1STOi , that is as the union of the application state at all
organizations where the values of identical keys are merged based
on the techniques discussed in this paper.

Invariant Conditions –An application’s correctness is imposed
by the developer by defining a set of invariant conditions {I1,...,Is} on
STApp . Each invariant Ij specifies a constraint over STApp . We define
the application correctness as follows:

Definition 3.1. STApp Correctness. Let STApp be the applica-
tion’sworld state thatdoesnot violate the invariant conditions {I1,...,Is}.
Let the transaction set {TS1,...,TSm} be I-confluent with regard to
{I1,...,Is}. Then, committing the transactions {TS1,...,TSm} does not
violate any invariant conditions {I1,...,Is} over STApp .

Application’s Endorsement Policy – The developers specify
the endorsement policy for the application. The endorsement policy
specifies which organizations must sign and commit the transac-
tions. The process of obtaining the signature is called endorsing. The
application’s endorsement policy has the format EP : {qof n}, where
n is the number of organizations in the system, and q is the min-
imum number of organizations required for endorsing as well as
committing a transaction. In other words, the endorsement policy
determines the trust requirements of the application and enables the
developer to adjust the amount of trust required.

In the context of our voting example, consider an election with
four participating parties P1,P2,P3,P4 where each party is repre-
sented by a corresponding organization OP1 ,OP2 ,OP3 ,OP4 . Consider
the following two possible endorsement policies: EP1 : {2 of 4} and
EP2 : {4 of 4}. EP1 requires that votes are endorsed and committed
by at least two of the four organizations. EP2 indicates that all four

organizations must endorse and commit the voter’s vote. Further-
more, we identify one invariant condition:maximally one vote per
voter. The application is correct if themaximally one vote per voter
invariant is preserved over STApp and committing transactions do
not violate this invariant.

TransactionModel –A transaction is valid as follows:

Definition 3.2. Transaction Validity. Let the application’s en-
dorsement policy be EP : {qof n}. Let STApp be correct concerning the
invariant conditions. Let the transaction TSi be I-confluent concerning
the invariant conditions. Then, TSi is valid if and only if it satisfies
these two requirements: (1) Signature validity: TSi is endorsed by at
least q organizations and the client signed the transaction. (2) Invariant
conditions validity: Applying TSi does not violate any invariants.

We define the transaction TSi to be committed as follows:

Definition 3.3. Committed Transaction. Let the application’s
endorsement policy be EP : {qof n}. Let the transaction TSi be valid.
Then,TSi is successfully committed ifandonly ifat leastq organizations
individually process and commit the transaction successfully.

For the voting example with EP1 : {2 of 4}, a transaction is valid if
it is signed by the client and is endorsed by at least two organizations.
Additionally, the valid transaction must not violate themaximally
one vote per voter invariant. Also, at least two organizations must
commit a valid transaction.

FailureModel –We consider the organizations and clients po-
tentially Byzantine. Byzantine organizations or clients can fail ar-
bitrarily. We consider an organization non-faulty if and only if the
organization processes every transaction according to theOrder-
lessChain’s protocol. The transactions can be delivered in any order
differing from the sent order; they may also be duplicated, lost, or
corrupted during transmission. The safety and liveness properties
of applications running onOrderlessChain are defined as follows:

Definition 3.4. Safety.Only valid transactions are successfully
committed.

Definition 3.5. Liveness. Every valid transaction is eventually
successfully committed.

We have two kinds of failures: (1) Signature failure:When a trans-
action does not receive the required endorsements based on the
endorsement policy, or the client’s signature is invalid. (2)Organiza-
tion failure: Any Byzantine failures of the organizations, including
crash and omission failures and the organizations’ arbitrary behav-
ior, such as intentionally jeopardizing the system through tampering
with messages, forging signatures, or software bugs.

Intuitively speaking, consider the two possible endorsement poli-
cies for our voting example. EP1 requires the endorsement and com-
mitting of at least two organizations. Therefore, at most, one of the
four organizations can be Byzantine, so the other non-faulty orga-
nizations can prevent committing invalid transactions and keep the
application safe. With more than one Byzantine organization, the
client may collude with the Byzantine organizations and collect the
two required endorsements and commits for the invalid transactions,
and the non-faulty organizations cannot prevent it. However, the
voting application with EP2 is safe for up to three Byzantine orga-
nizations, as the remaining one non-faulty organization can prevent
the successful commit of invalid transactions. For liveness with EP1,
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the client must communicate with at least two organizations. As
there are four organizations, liveness can tolerate two Byzantine
failures. However, the liveness of EP2 cannot tolerate any Byzantine
failures, as any faulty organization can hinder the transaction from
being endorsed or committed by all four organizations.

Formally speaking, foranapplicationwith theendorsementpolicy
EP : {qof n} and with up to f Byzantine organizations, the applica-
tion is safe if q≥ f +1. The application is also live if n−q≥ f . We
provide proof of the safety and liveness of OrderlessChain in Sec-
tion 8. The safety and liveness condition of OrderlessChain in a
Byzantine environment differs from the conventional 3f +1 require-
ment, as we do not require the organizations to coordinate to reach a
consensus. Instead, we use the permissioned property of the system
and the organizations’ known identity to endorse the transactions,
where consequently, thenon-faulty organizations prevent endorsing
and committing invalid transactions.

In the case of a network partition, an application with the en-
dorsement policy of EP : {qof n} can remain available if the number
of organizations in every partition satisfies the safety and liveness
requirements. Hence,OrderlessChain is available under network
partitions according to the CAP theorem [23], if in every partition
there exist at least q organizations, and once the network partition
is resolved, the state of partitions can be merged based on the tech-
niques discussed in this paper.

4 ARCHITECTUREANDPROTOCOL

OrderlessChainArchitecture –Organizations are responsible
for hosting smart contracts, receiving and executing transactions,
and managing a replica of the application’s ledger. Every applica-
tion running onOrderlessChainmakes use of an isolated ledger,
which contains the application state STOi . The application’s ledger
on every organization consists of two components: (1) an append-
only hash-chain log and (2) a database. The hash-chain log contains
all transactions the organization has received since the beginning
of time in a hash-chain data structure, ensuring the integrity of
transactions. If a Byzantine organization tampers with one trans-
action, the signature on the log and all succeeding transactions in
the hash-chain log will be invalid. By sequentially executing every
transaction in the hash-chain log, we reach the application state
STOi . For a more efficient approach and to avoid executing every
transaction each time STOi is required, an organization applies each
transaction to its database when appended to the log. Therefore, the
database represents the current application state STOi .

The messages are authenticated using digital signatures based on
a standard Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [49]. Organizations and
clients use PKI to authenticate and sign transactions and verify the
integrity of the messages.

Developers create smart contracts, which are programs contain-
ing the application’s logic. The system supports executing Turing-
complete logic. Each smart contract can contain several functions
that encapsulate the logic of the application’s tasks.

Protocol and Transaction Lifecycle –OrderlessChain fol-
lows a two-phase execute-commit protocol. Clients first submit trans-
action proposals to be executed by organizations. If the first phase
succeeds, clients send the transactions to the organizations to be
committed. Figure 1 demonstrates the complete transaction lifecycle
for an application with endorsement policy EP : {qof n}.

Phase 1 / Execution Phase – The client prepares a transaction pro-
posal TPi containing the client’s identification, the smart contract’s
identifier, the function to be invoked, and the input parameters. The
client broadcasts the proposal to at least q organizations accord-
ing to the endorsement policy (EP) (Step 1 in Figure 1). Organiza-
tions receive the proposal and execute the smart contract with the
provided parameters. The execution result is a set of I-confluent
operations for modifying the application’s state, created based on
the CRDTmethodology. These I-confluent operations preserve the
application’s invariant conditions, which we explain in detail in the
following sections. The operations are added to awrite-set. Then, the
organization hashes and signs the write-set with its private key and
creates a signature. Finally, the organization delivers the write-set
with the created signature as a response (endorsement) to the client
(Step 2 in Figure 1). This signature ensures that the client or other or-
ganizations cannot tamperwith the operations in the endorsement’s
write-set, as tampering makes the signature invalid.
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Smart Contract
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 Append-
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Organizationn-1
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TP2
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Smart Contract
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Step 1

Step 1

Step 3

Step 3
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Figure 1: Transaction lifecycle onOrderlessChain.

Phase 2 / Commit Phase –The client waits until it receives themin-
imum number of endorsements required by the EP. If the write-sets
of all endorsements contain identical operations, the client assem-
bles a transaction TSi . The identical operations in the endorsements
show that organizations followed the same protocol for executing
the smart contract. Suppose some Byzantine organizations do not
execute the smart contract defined by the developer or based on
the provided input parameters. In that case, the operations will not
match those created by non-Byzantine organizations and will cause
the transaction to fail. The client adds the endorsement’s write-set
to the TSi’s write-set. The client hashes and signs the transaction’s
write-set with its private key to create a signature to ensure its in-
tegrity and includes it in the transaction. The client also includes
the received endorsements in the transaction. The client sends back
the transactions to at least q organizations as specified by the EP
(Step 3). These organizations could be different from those who ini-
tially endorsed the proposal. If an organization has yet to commit
the transaction, it validates and commits each received transaction
according to the definitions above. Before committing a transaction,
organizations verify whether the transaction’s endorsements and
the client’s signature are valid (signature validation) and whether
endorsements satisfy the EP to offer BFT. For verifying the validity
of endorsements and the client’s signature, the organization hashes
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the transaction’s write-set and uses the public keys of endorsing or-
ganizations and the client to verify their signatures. This verification
shows that the endorsing organizations created identical write-sets,
and the client did not tamper with them. If the transaction passes the
signature validation, it is marked as valid and otherwise is invalid.

The organizations update their database with the write-set of
valid transactions, whereas all valid and invalid transactions are
appended to the hash-chain log. The invalid transactions are added
to the ledger for bookkeeping purposes. Since Byzantine clients can
create invalid transactions forDistributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS)
attacks, we discuss countermeasures of such behaviors in Section 8.
For appending the transaction to the log, the organization creates
a block Blockh :<TSi,Hash(Blockh−1)>, which contains the transac-
tion and the hash of the last block Blockh−1 in the log. Then, the
organization appends the created block to the log. For valid trans-
actions, a receipt RCPTi :HashAndSign( Blockh,Valid), including the
signed hash of the block containing the transaction, is sent to the
client (Step 4). If the transaction is invalid, the organization sends
a rejection REJi :HashAndSign(Blockh,Invalid) to the client. As the
receipt contains the hash of the block, which is dependent on the
hash of previous blocks in the log, the organization cannot modify
the content of the transaction without destroying and invalidating
RCPTi of TSi and other transactions. The client awaits receiving the
minimum number of receipts the EP requires. The client can archive
the transaction’s receipts for bookkeeping purposes.

After sending the client’s receipt, the organization periodically
gossips the transactions to other organizations to ensure every orga-
nization receives the client’s transactions (Step 5). Upon receiving
a transaction from another organization, the organization checks
the ledger to determine if the transaction has already been received
from other organizations or clients. If the transaction has already
been processed, the organization ignores it and avoids committing
it again; otherwise, it is committed following the above-explained
procedure. If a client sends a transaction that the organization has
received from other organizations or a duplicate transaction from
the client itself, it does not commit it again. Instead, a receipt or
rejection is sent to the client.

5 ORDERLESSCHAINAPPLICATIONS

By discussing two use cases, we explain the possible use cases of
OrderlessChain and the system’s internal approach for creating
CRDT-based I-confluent applications.

Application Modeling – To implement a use case in a smart
contract, we need to model the application as data structures that
match the use case’s description and contain the application’s data.
We discuss modeling two use cases:

Voting Application –One possible solution for modeling our run-
ning voting example in a smart contract is shown in Figure 2(a): For
every party participating in the election, we require a map contain-
ing key-value pairs. The key is the voter’s identification, and the
value is a register that stores a Boolean value for the vote sent by the
voter for this party.

Auction Application –Auction applications are among the com-
mon use cases of blockchains [22]. An auction is a highly concurrent
use case that can benefit from a coordination-free approach. Con-
sider an auction and a set of bidders {Bidder1, ...,Biddern}. The bidder
Bidderi submits bids. Each bid contains the amount it wishes to add

Table 1: Modification and read APIs of supported CRDTs.

CRDT Modification APIs Read API

G-Counter AddValue (value,clock) Read ()
CRDTMap InsertValue (key,value,clock) Read (key)
MV-Register AssignValue (value,clock) Read ()

to its previous bid. The bidder must be able only to increase its last
bid. Based on this description, we realize one invariant condition:
increase-only bids.

One possible design is as shown in Figure 2(b): Each auction is
modeled as amap containing key-value pairs. The key is the bidder’s
identification, and thevalue is acounter.Thecounter stores thecumu-
lative bids of the bidders. The counter’s value can only be increased,
and the value is increased with every new bid sent by the bidder.

Party1 Map

Keys: Voter1

Register:
Empty

Votern........

Register:
True

Auction Map

Keys: Bidder1 Biddern........

Counter:10 Counter:25Values: Values: ................

(a) Data structure of a participating party. (b) Data structure of an auction.

Figure 2: Applicationmodeling for the voting and auction.

CRDT Abstractions – CRDTs provide a solution for creating
commutative convergent operations, and we use CRDTs in smart
contracts. OrderlessChain’s protocol is independent of CRDTs
used in smart contracts. CRDTs are also replaceable with alternative
techniques that provide commutative operations, such as Opera-
tional Transformation [73]. However, many CRDTs exist for various
data types whose specifications must be supported by the smart
contract execution environment. In the current implementation,
OrderlessChain supports the specifications of grow-only coun-
ters (G-Counter) [70], CRDTMaps [37], and multi-value registers
(MV-Register) [37]. We chose these three CRDTs as they satisfy
the requirements of the voting and auction applications. Other use
cases may require further CRDTs. For enabling the support for other
CRDTs, their design requirements, based on the available literature,
must be added to the system [64, 70].

The three CRDTs represent the following data structures: (1)
G-Counter: It is a monotonically increasing numeric variable. (2)
CRDTMap: This CRDT is built upon amap data structure containing
key-value pairs. The key is an identifier, and the value can be any
object. (3)MV-Register: This is a shared variable capable of contain-
ing multiple values simultaneously. Every CRDT provides read APIs
and modification APIs for incrementing the G-Counter, inserting
a key-value pair to the CRDT Map, and assigning a value to the
MV-Register as shown in Table 1. Using the read APIs in the smart
contracts causes no side effects and requires no CRDT operation.
The developers create operations in the smart contract containing
the modification API calls. The value must be null for deleting a
value. Themodification APIs contain a logical clock used to infer the
happened-before relations. For creating more complex data struc-
tures, maps can be nested, where the value of the key-value pairs
can be either a new CRDTMap, G-Counter, or MV-Register.

These CRDTs are used for voting and auction applications as fol-
lows. Voting application: As previously shown in Figure 2(a), each
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party is modeled as a map, and the voter’s votes are modeled as
key-value pairs in the party’s map where the values are registers.
Therefore, we use a CRDT Map to model the party’s map and the
MV-Register as the votes’ register. Auction application: As shown in
Figure 2(b), we use amap formodeling the auction and increase-only
counters for bids. Hence, we use a CRDTMap tomodel the auction’s
map and G-Counters to model the bids.

To evaluate an operation’s effects, the operation must be ap-
plied to the CRDT, which may cause conflicts. The CRDTs must
provide a built-in mechanism for resolving conflicts. We identify
the conflicting operations of the three CRDTs and offer a conflict
resolution accordingly. (1) G-Counter: As the operations increase
the counter’s value, the modification operations are inherently com-
mutative and cause no conflict. (2) CRDT Map: The modification
operations that modify different keys in the map are commutative
and non-conflicting and can be applied concurrently. However, the
operations that modify identical keys are conflicting. The conflict is
resolved based on the happened-before relations among operations.
If the happened-before relation canbe inferred, the operations are ap-
plied based on the relation; however, if the happened-before relation
cannot be inferred, a newmap is created, and the conflicting values
are added to the newmap as new key-value pairs, as shown in Fig-
ure 3. (3)MV-Register:OnMV-Register, everymodification operation
is conflicting, and the value of the register is determined based on
the happened-before relation among clocks. If the happened-before
relation cannot be inferred from the clocks, the register stores all
values, as shown in Figure 4.

Empty

Party1 Map

Voter1

VoteRegister2:
Empty

Party1 Map

Operation1: InsertValue(Voter1, VoteRegister1, Clock1)

Operation2: InsertValue(Voter1, VoteRegister2, Clock2)

Clock1 happened-before Clock2

Empty

Party1 Map

Voter1

Party1 Map

Operation3: InsertValue(Voter1, VoteRegister3, Clock3)

Operation4: InsertValue(Voter1, VoteRegister4, Clock4)

No happened-before relation between Clock3 and Clock4

Clock3

VoteRegister4:
Empty

VoteRegister3:
Empty

Clock4

Figure 3: Applying CRDTMapmodification operations.

VoteRegister1:
False

Party1 Map

Operation1: AssignValue(True, Clock1)

Operation2: AssignValue(False, Clock2)

Clock1 happened-before Clock2

Party1 Map

Operation3: AssignValue(True, Clock3)

Operation4: AssignValue(False, Clock4)

No happened-before relation between Clock3 and Clock4

Voter1

VoteRegister1:
[True, False]

Voter1

VoteRegister1:
Empty

Party1 Map

Voter1

VoteRegister1:
Empty

Party1 Map

Voter1

Figure 4: ApplyingMV-Registermodification operations.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a prototype of OrderlessChainwith the Go lan-
guage [3] and gRPC [20]. We open-sourced the code and the smart
contracts discussed in this paper 1.

1https://github.com/orderlesschain/orderlesschain

Smart Contracts –Developers use our Smart Contract Library
(SCL) for developing smart contracts and defining the logic of ap-
plications. The smart contract includes functions that encapsulate
different functionalities of the application. To enable developers
to interact with data stored on the ledger, SCL offers interfaces for
defining operations called CRDT APIs. Each client keeps track of a
Lamport clock [41], passed into the smart contract with proposals.
The client increments the clockwith every submitted proposal. Each
client’s Lamport clock is independent of the clock of other clients.
Furthermore, each CRDT object has a unique identification on the
ledger. The read API does not require creating any operation, and
SCL only requires the identification of the CRDT object to retrieve
it. For modifications, in addition to the identification of the CRDT
object, each operation includes four components: (1)Operation iden-
tifier: The identification of the operation is unique per CRDT object
and is a combination of the client’s identification and the client’s
Lamport clock. (2)Modification value and type: The value that the op-
erationmodifies and the type of CRDT. (3) Client’s clock: The client’s
Lamport clock. (4) Operation path: Developers can create nested
CRDT structures for creating more complex data structures. The
path specifies the location of themodification, starting from the root
of the CRDT object. For example, in the voting application with four
parties, the function in the smart contract creates four operations
for voting for party P1. One operation sets the voter’s MV-Register
on party P1 to true, and the other three operations set the voter’s
MV-Register on the other three parties to false. These four operations
are included in the write-set of proposals for vote submission.

Applying Transactions –Developers can implement functions
in smart contracts for invoking read APIs and retrieving the values
of CRDT objects. Subsequently, clients can submit proposals to an
organization Oi for reading the values. In our voting example, the
developer can implement a function to read the number of votes
submitted to a party. As OrderlessChain is an SEC system, the
application state STOi may diverge from the application states on
other organizations. Therefore, reading the values atOi only reflects
the modifications applied atOi .

To compute the CRDT object’s value in response to read API
calls, the organization should retrieve and apply every operation
in the ledger submitted for the CRDT object. As the number of op-
erations increases, the time required for applying operations also
increases. This increasing overhead is a well-known problem of
CRDTs [8, 39]. Hence, we implemented an optimization to address
this issue. Section 4 explains that the ledger contains a database
besides the hash-chain log. The database is updated with every valid
transaction. It consists of a conventional key-value database, namely
LevelDB [24], and an in-memory cache. Upon the transaction com-
mit, the operations are inserted into LevelDB.We do so as retrieving
the operations from LevelDB is more efficient than retrieving them
from the log during a cache miss. The value of the CRDT object in
the cache is updated with the transaction’s operations according to
Algorithm 1. In response to read API calls, the organizations return
the value of the CRDT object from the cache. This approach offers
read-your-writes consistency from the client’s point of view [60].

Algorithm 1 demonstrates our approach for applying each opera-
tion to the CRDT object. For every operation, before applying it, the
CRDT object is traversed from its root until it reaches the location
defined by the operation’s path (Line 3). As the object can be a nested

https://github.com/orderlesschain/orderlesschain
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structure, parts of the path might not have been added to the object
yet. Therefore, themissing parts are created and added. Additionally,
the location contains the clocks of the previously applied operations.
Once the location for modification is reached (Line 4), the changes
are applied (Line 5). For applying the changes, as we explained in
the CRDT abstractions, the built-in conflict resolution is applied
depending on the type of object and the clocks of previously applied
operations. Additionally, the operation’s clock is appended to the
location’s clocks. The time and space complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O(n), where 𝑛 is the number of operations being applied.

Algorithm 1:Applying operations to the CRDT.
1 ApplyOperations (CRDTObj,Operations)

input :CRDTObj, a reference to the CRDT object.
input :Operations, the modification operations.

2 foreachOpi inOperations do
3 CRDTObj.Create (Opi .OpPath)
4 Location=CRDTObj.GetModifyLoc (Opi .OpPath)
5 CRDTObj.Apply (Location,Opi .Val,Opi .ValType,Opi .Clock)

In Section 8,weprove the SECproperty.However, first,wedemon-
strate that the application state STOi is independent of the order of
transactions. We formulate the following lemma:

Lemma 6.1. Independent of the processing order of transactions in
the transaction set {TS1,...,TSm} in organizationOi , application state
STOi converges to the same state for all i.

Proof. The write-set of every transaction in {TS1,...,TSm} only
contains CRDT modification operations. As CRDTs are provided
with a built-in conflict resolution mechanism, applying the opera-
tions in the write-set of operations using Algorithm 1 ensures that
transactions can be processed in any order while converging to the
same state. Hence, the convergence of STOi is independent of the
order of transactions. □

7 PRESERVING INVARIANTCONDITIONS

As explained in Section 2, organizations can commit a set of I-
confluent transactions in a coordination-free manner without addi-
tional validations while preserving the invariants. Since the CRDT
operations in the write-set of transactions modify the application’s
state, the operations must be I-confluent. Developers who define the
logic for creating operations in a smart contract must implement the
identified invariants as I-confluent operations.

In the case of our voting application, we realized themaximally
one vote per voter invariant. To determine that the invariant can be
preserved by creating I-confluent operations, we reason as follows:
Consider an election with two participating parties. As explained in
Section 6, every transaction TSVote that submits a vote has two oper-
ations in thewrite-set. One operation sets the voter’sMV-Register in
the elected party’s map to true. The other operation sets the voter’s
MV-Register for the non-elected parties to false.

As there is no coordination among organizations, the voter can
submit several votes. However, the maximally one vote per voter
invariant requires that we only count one of the votes. Consider the
following transaction set {TSVoter1Vote1 ,TS

Voter1
Vote2 }, submitted by Voter1,

as shown in Figure 5. Each transaction contains two operations.

Voter1 submitted two votes for two different parties, where there
exists a happened-before relation between operations in TSVoter1Vote1
and TSVoter1Vote2 . Therefore, independent of the order they are processed,
based on the CRDT’s conflict resolution mechanism, operations in
TSVoter1Vote2 overwrite the effects of operations in TSVoter1Vote1 . Hence, we
count only one of the votes submitted by the Voter1. Themaximally
one vote per voter invariant is preserved, and the transactions are
I-confluent concerning the invariant.

We can similarly reason that the auction application is I-confluent
concerning the increase-only bids invariant.

VoteRegister1:
False

Party1 Map

Voter1

VoteRegister1:
True

Party2 Map

Voter1

Operation1: {[Party1/Voter1], MV-Register, True, Voter1Clock1}

Operation2: {[Party2/Voter1], MV-Register, False, Voter1Clock1}

Operation3: {[Party1/Voter1], MV-Register, False, Voter1Clock2}

Operation4: {[Party2/Voter1], MV-Register, True, Voter1Clock2}

TSVoter1
Vote1 (Vote of Voter1 for Party1)

TSVoter1
Vote2 (Vote of Voter1 for Party2)

Voter1Clock1 and Voter1Clock2 from Voter1. Hence, Voter1Clock1 happened-before Voter1Clock2

Figure 5: Preserving the invariant for the voting application.

8 BYZANTINEACTORS

Organizations or clients are potentially Byzantine. We identify four
types of Byzantine faults by clients: (1) A Byzantine client may send
proposals to the organizations without sending the transaction to
be committed. This does not leave any lasting side effects. However,
it can be used for Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks. As
only authenticated clients can communicate with the organizations,
OrderlessChain can employ existing DDoS attack detection mech-
anisms [16] to revokeByzantine clients’ permissions. (2)AByzantine
clientmay only send transactions to a subset of organizations during
the commit phase. As the organizations gossip the transactions to
other organizations after committing the transaction, all organiza-
tions eventually receive the transactions. (3) Byzantine clients may
send different logical timestamps to different organizations for a pro-
posal. In this case, the operations in the endorsements do not match,
which prevents the creation of a valid transaction. (4) If the client
does not increment the clock with every proposal, the organizations
cannot infer happened-before relations between operations during
commit. As explained in Section 5, the proposed CRDT approach
can resolve the conflict of such operations without affecting other
clients’ operations. Therefore, Byzantine clients cannot jeopardize
the system.

To discuss the safety and liveness concerning Byzantine organi-
zations, we introduce the following theorem:

Theorem 8.1. Let the endorsement policy for an application be
EP : {qof n} with n≥q>0. Then, for up to f Byzantine organizations,
the application is safe if and only if q≥ f +1. Furthermore, the appli-
cation is live if and only if n−q≥ f .

Proof. According to our definition of safety and liveness, the
safe and live OrderlessChain must prevent committing invalid
transactions and eventually commit valid transactions. We identify
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two types of Byzantine faults by organizations. Byzantine organi-
zations may attempt to jeopardize the system by either responding
with wrong messages or avoiding responding altogether. Wrong
messages include forged signatures from organizations and clients,
transactions with tampered or corrupted write-set operations, in-
correctly executed smart contracts, or duplicated or lost messages.
As the integrity of messages sent by organizations and clients can
be examined, the signatures cannot be forged, and the organizations
can independently prove the validity of organizations’ and clients’
signatures. As the system commits every transaction only once, and
multiple executions of proposals do not leave any lasting side effects,
duplication of messages has no effect. If the messages are suspected
to be lost, they can be resent. Additionally, if a client’s transaction
fails due to the Byzantine organizations’ wrong messages, the client
can resubmit theproposals to another set of organizations and resend
the transaction. OnOrderlessChain, the developers identify and
define the application logic for creating I-confluent update opera-
tions. Therefore, the invariants are preserved as long as thewrite-set
operations are not tampered with and the smart contract is executed
as defined by the developer. Since the write-set of every endorse-
mentmust include identical operations, as long as there exists at least
one non-faulty organization among the q endorsing organizations,
which creates thewrite-set operations that canbedifferentiated from
the tampered operations or the incorrectly executed smart contract,
creating a valid transaction is impossible, and the application is safe.
Hence, the application is safe if and only if q≥ f +1.

Byzantine organizationsmay not respond to clients. For the appli-
cation to be live, the client must endorse and commit the transaction
on q among n organizations. Therefore, the transaction can reach at
leastqorganizations if andonly ifn−q≥ f . Therefore, theapplication
is live if and only if n−q≥ f . □

We demonstrated that liveness and safety depend on the appli-
cation’s endorsement policy. In other words, the safety and liveness
can be tailored to the application’s requirements. For example, for
the voting application with four parties, the regulation of a fair elec-
tion may dictate that all parties endorse every vote. Therefore, we
need EP : {4 of 4}. If the regulations demand the endorsement of at
most two parties, we can have an EP : {2 of 4}. Furthermore, since
the Byzantine behavior of organizations can be observed, and the
identity of organizations is known to each other, the organizations
have the incentive to behave honestly, as otherwise, they may face
the consequences. For example, a Byzantine party jeopardizing the
election may face legal consequences.

The following theorem demonstrates that STApp is SEC.

Theorem 8.2. Let the application be safe and live. Then, the appli-
cation’s world state STApp is SEC.

Proof. According to thedefinitionofSECinSection2, anSECsys-
temmust satisfy two requirements of eventual delivery of transactions
and strong convergence of nodes. In Theorem 8.1, we demonstrated
that every valid transaction is committed for a safe and live applica-
tion. Additionally, non-faulty organizations gossip the transaction
to other non-faulty organizations. Therefore, provided that the ap-
plication is safe and live, every non-faulty organization eventually
receives a valid transaction. Hence, eventual delivery of transactions
is satisfied.

In Lemma 6.1, we proved that independent of the order of transac-
tions in the transaction set {TS1,...,TSm}, the application state STOi

at organizationOi converges to the same state for all i. Since the even-
tual delivery of transactions requirement for the safe and live applica-
tion is satisfied, when the transaction set {TS1,...,TSm} is delivered
to the non-faulty organization Oi , the same set is delivered to every
other non-faulty organization. Therefore, according to Lemma 6.1,
all STOi converges to the same state, and the requirement strong
convergence of nodes is satisfied. Hence, the application’s world state
STApp of a safe and live application onOrderlessChain is SEC. □

9 EVALUATION

We first evaluate OrderlessChain. Then, we compare it to Fab-
ric [2], FabricCRDT [54], BIDL [66] and Sync HotStuff [1]. Fabric is
a permissioned blockchain capable of executing Turing-complete
applications. FabricCRDT (built as an extension on top of Fabric)
runs CRDT-enabled applications. BIDL is a permissioned blockchain
optimized for data center networks inspired by Fabric. Sync Hot-
Stuff introduces a synchronous BFT consensus protocol based on
the HotStuff protocol [80]. Fabric, FabricCRDT, and BIDL’s network
comprise organizations. We adjusted Sync HotStuff to employ the
concept of organizations. On Fabric and FabricCRDT, the clients
send the transactions to an ordering service for consensus and to
create a global order by batching transactions into blocks. Before the
transaction commits, Fabric’s organizations perform amulti-version
concurrency control validation (MVCC validation) to ensure that the
application’s invariants are preserved. FabricCRDT does not per-
form anMVCC validation and only merges the transaction values
using JSONCRDT techniques [37]. BIDL uses a central sequencer for
sequencing transactions. Afterward, it executes the transactions and
performs coordination-based consensus in parallel. Sync HotStuff
uses coordination- and leader-based consensus for ordering and
executing transactions.

We compareOrderlessChain to Fabric, FabricCRDT, BIDL, and
Sync HotStuff prototypes.We implemented the prototypes by study-
ing the available source code and following their concepts using
Go, gRPC, and LevelDB. We implemented these prototypes because
the original Fabric, FabricCRDT, and BIDL offer many security and
network-related features we do not implement inOrderlessChain.
These features impose performancepenalties andwouldhave caused
an increased transaction latency. For example, in the case of Fabric,
Gorenflo et al. [25] and Chacko et al. [14] offer extensive insights
on the performance penalties. We replicated the original implemen-
tations for a fair comparison since we intended to compare our
coordination-free protocol to their coordination-based protocols
independently of the implementation of the rest of the system. Fur-
thermore, the CRDT approach in FabricCRDT does not use the cache
we implemented as an optimization. For fairness, we also imple-
mented such a cache in FabricCRDT’s CRDT approach.

Experimental Applications – We developed a synthetic ap-
plication for evaluatingOrderlessChain. Based on the examples
discussed, we also implemented voting and auction applications
for comparingOrderlessChain to the other four systems. Every
application consists of one smart contract, and in total, we developed
eleven smart contracts (available in the Git repository mentioned in
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Section 6). Each smart contract has onemodify-function for modify-
ing the data on the ledger and one read-function for retrieving data
from the ledger.

Synthetic Application – For a controlled evaluation of Order-
lessChain, we implemented a synthetic application. The appli-
cation’s smart contract includes two functions Modify(ClientIdi,
Clocki,ObjCount,OpsPerObjCount,CRDTType) andRead (ObjCount).
TheModify function receives the client identification and clock, the
number of CRDTobjects and operations per eachCRDTobjectmodi-
fication, and theCRDTtype.Thewrite-set of the transaction includes
ObjCount ×OpsPerObjCount operations. The Read function reads a
specific number of CRDT objects as specified byObjCount.

Voting Application –We developed voting applications for all five
evaluated systems. The application’s smart contract forOrderless-
Chain has two functions: Vote(Voteri, Clocki,Partyj,Electionl) and
ReadVoteCount (Partyj,Electionl). For an election with n parties, the
Vote function results in n total operations (one operation per object)
in the write-set as explained in Section 6. ReadVoteCount retrieves
the current number of votes of Partyj . The smart contracts of the
other four systems also include Vote and ReadVoteCount functions,
which are implemented based on the best practices for developing
smart contracts on these systems [14, 54, 66].

Auction Application – The auction application’s smart contract
of OrderlessChain has two functions: Bid (Bidderi,Clocki,
BidIncreasei,Auctionj) and GetHighestBid (Auctionj). The Bid func-
tion includes one operation in its write-set for increasing the bid-
der’s G-Counter. GetHighestBid reads the current highest bid. The
smart contracts of the other four systems also include a Bid and a
GetHighestBid function.

Workloads, ControlVariables andMetrics –Each experiment
is executed on an initially empty ledger. We submit a workload con-
taining transactions invoking the modify- and read-functions in the
smart contracts, also referred toasmodify-and read-transactions. The
workload includes a specific percentage of modify-transactions and
read-transactions, uniformly distributed during the execution of the
experiment. Each organization receives a specific percentage of the
load on the system. We define the transaction arrival rate in transac-
tions per second (tps) of the systemas the total number of transactions
per second submitted by all clients to the system. The other control
variables are the number of organizations, endorsement policies, the
Byzantine failures, and the number of organizations to which each
organization gossips the transaction, which we refer to as theGossip
Ratio. The gossips are propagated at one-second intervals. For the
endorsement policies of EP : {qof n}, the clients send the proposals
and transactions to exactly q organizations. Each organization has
one node on Fabric, FabricCRDT, BIDL, and Sync HotStuff. Each
experiment is executed for 180 seconds. Fabric, FabricCRDT, and
BIDL use the Solo ordering service [2].

For the synthetic application, we used 1000 clients. ObjCount,
OpsPerObjCount, and CRDTType are control variables. We defined
1000 voters, eight elections, and eight parties per election for the
voting application. We defined 1000 bidders, eight auctions, and a
gradually growing number of bids for the auction application. We
chose these values according to the scalability evaluation of Fab-
ric done by other authors [14]. The input parameters for modify-
and read-transactions are randomly selected from these predefined
values based on a uniform distribution during the experiment.

Each experiment is executed at least three times, and the results
areaveraged.At theendof eachexperiment, theperformancemetrics
are collected. We measure the transaction throughput, the average
transaction latency, the 1st percentile transaction latency, and the 99th
percentile transaction latency. The transaction throughput is the total
number of successfully committed transactions divided by the total
time taken to commit these transactions. The transaction latency is
the response time per transaction from sending the proposal until
receiving the commit receipts from organizations, according to the
endorsement policy.

Experimental Setup – Each organization of the five studied
systems runs on an individual KVM-based Ubuntu 20.04 virtual ma-
chine (VM), and different organizations do not share VM resources.
Each VM uses 9.8 GB of RAM and four vCPUs. Since the VMs are
located within a single cluster and are connected via LAN, we used
Ubuntu’s NetEm (network emulation) and tc (traffic control) facilities
for adding 100msping delay, 4ms jitter, and 100Mb rate control to all
links for emulating aWAN.We chose these values by observing the
delays and bandwidth between two Ubuntu servers in two cities in
Europe and North America, provided by two cloud providers. Based
on studies that also use emulatedWANs [14] and our observations,
this setting fairly accurately emulates a realistic WAN. The ordering
service of Fabric, FabricCRDT, and BIDL, the sequencer of BIDL, and
the leader of SyncHotStuff runs on separate VMs.We also developed
a benchmarking tool that orchestrates a distributed deployment
of clients, generates and submits transactions, and collects perfor-
mance metrics. The benchmarking tool is inspired byHyperledger
Caliper [65], and its code is published with the system’s code.

Table 2: Control variables of synthetic application.

Control Variable Default Executed Configuration

(1) TS Arrival Rate 3000 tps {1000 tps, ..., 10,000 tps}
(2) Number of Orgs 16 Orgs {8 Orgs, ..., 32 Orgs}
(3) Endorsement Policy {4 of 16} {{2 of 16}, ..., {16 of 16}}
(4) Number of Obj 1 Obj {2 Objs, ..., 16 Objs}
(5) Operations per Obj 1 Op {2 Ops, ..., 16 Ops}
(6) CRDT Type G-Counter {G-Counter, MV-Register, Map}
(7) Workload (Read/Mdfy) R50M50 {R10M90, ..., R90M10}
(8) Workload per Org Uniform {Uniform, Normal Distribution}
(9) Gossip Ratio 1 Org {1 Org, ..., 15 Orgs}
(10) Byzantine Orgs 0 Failure {1 , 2 , 3 } Failures
(11) Byzantine Clients 0% Failure {50%, 75%, 100% } Failures
(12) Byzantine Orgs/Clients 0/0% Failure {3/50%, 3/75%, 3/100% } Failures

Experimental Results for Synthetic Application onOrder-

lessChain–Table 2 displays the control variables, their default val-
ues, and the executed experimental configurations for the synthetic
applicationonOrderlessChain.Oneof thecontrol variables is set to
the executed configurations, and the other control variables are set to
the default value. As shown in Figure 6(a), the throughput increases
with an increasing transaction arrival rate, but the latency rises.
We studied the effect of increasing the number of organizations on
throughput and latency, as shown in Figure 6(b). We set the endorse-
ment policy for each experiment to EP : {4 of NumberOfOrgs}. We
observe that the system scales for increasing organizations without
affecting the throughput and latency. As shown in Figure 7, we also
compared the average latency to throughput for an increasing num-
ber of organizations and arrival rates and observed thatOrderless-
Chain scales. With an increasing number of organizations required
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Figure 6: Throughput, average, 1st, and 99thpercentiles transaction latencies for executed configurations of synthetic application.
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to throughput.

by the endorsementpolicy,weob-
serve that the latency increases
as the load on the organization
increases, as shown in Figure 6(c).
We observe in Figure 6(d) that
the latency increases for a larger
number of objects in the trans-
action due to the locking mecha-
nism used in the cache to avoid
concurrent reads and writes. The
results of experiments with con-
figurations 5 to 9 are explained in
the following and are not shown

in the figures due to space limitations. We observe that throughput
and latency are unaffected by the increasing number of operations
and are independent of CRDT types. We gradually decreased the
modify-transactions in the workload from 90 percent to 10 percent,
and we observed that the latency and throughput were unaffected.
We also changed the distributed workload per organization from a
uniform to anormal distribution,where someorganizations received
a higher percentage of theworkload.Wedid not observe a significant
difference except for the slight increase in latency for the higher-
loaded organizations. We did not observe a significant change in
latency and throughput for an increasing gossip ratio either.
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Figure 8: Experiments with Byzantine organizations.

We studied the effects of Byzantine failures. First, as shown in Fig-
ure 8(a), three randomly selected organizations behave arbitrarily for

a specific period while all clients are non-faulty. The Byzantine orga-
nizations either randomly avoid responding to clients or endorse the
proposals incorrectly. The Byzantine organizations also randomly
avoid forwarding the transactions to other organizations. We in-
cluded three Byzantine organizations as, based on the EP : {4 of 16},
the safety and liveness of the application can tolerate up to three
Byzantine failures, and this is the worst-case scenario for organiza-
tions. We observed that the throughput decreases with every Byzan-
tine failure. However, the latency is not affected (not shown in the
figures). The decreasing throughput is due to clients being unable to
collect the minimally required valid endorsements. Since clients can
observe organizations that wrongly endorse or do not respondwhile
others respond with lower latency, they can avoid Byzantine orga-
nizations. To demonstrate this, we ran experiments where clients
randomly selected another organization.As shown inFigure 8(b), the
throughput returns to its pre-failure value immediately after clients
avoid the Byzantine organizations, as shown by the solid green lines.
We also ran experiments where all organizations were non-faulty
with an increasing percentage of Byzantine clients, randomly either
not sending the transactions for commit after the execution phase
or tampering with the transaction’s write-set. We observed that all
faulty transactions are rejectedwhile the latency is unaffected, show-
ing the system stays safe and live (results are not plotted). Finally,
we executed experiments with three Byzantine organizations with
an increasing percentage of Byzantine clients. Similar to previous
Byzantine experiments, we observed the decreased throughputwith-
out affecting latency, and the system remained safe and live with no
extra cost due to Byzantine failures.

Vote and Auction Applications –We compared Orderless-
Chainwith Fabric and FabricCRDTwith 8 organizations for each
system and the EP : {4 of 8}. Then, we compared it with BIDL and
Sync HotStuff with 16 organizations for each of the three systems
and the EP : {4 of 16}. We did so as the configuration with 16 organi-
zations for Fabric and FabricCRDT caused the failure of a significant
portion of transactions due to their coordination-based approach
limitations, which prevented us from providing meaningful insights.
Also, for FabricCRDT and Sync HotStuff, we observed that latency
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Figure 9: Experiments with voting and auction applications onOrderlessChain, Fabric, and FabricCRDT.

significantly increases for a higher transaction arrival rate due to
FabricCRDT’s CRDT implementation and Sync HotStuff’s leader-
based approach, so we limited the transaction latency for them to
240 seconds, after which they are timed out and not considered for
throughput and latency evaluation.

As shown in Figures 9(a) and (b), we observe that Orderless-
Chain demonstrates a higher throughput for both applications. On
Fabric, the failed transactions due to theMVCCvalidation, explain its
low throughput. Although we used caching for the CRDT approach
in FabricCRDT, the CRDT approach still is a bottleneck. As shown
in Figures 9(c) and (d) (for the lower values, the average latencies
are written on the plots),OrderlessChain’s latency remains con-
stant under increasing arrival rates. Fabric’s latency significantly
increases for higher arrival rates. The reason is that Fabric’s central
ordering service for consensus is a bottleneck, as shown in Table 3
for the 2500 tps of the voting application (the results do not include
the addedWAN network latency on the client side). The increased
latency causes more transactions to fail due to MVCC validation.
FabricCRDT demonstrates irregular latency patterns as timed-out
transactions are not considered. As demonstrated in Figures 10(a)
and (b), we observe that although both BIDL and Sync HotStuff scale
better than Fabric and FabricCRDT,OrderlessChain demonstrates
a higher throughput for both applications. Furthermore, Order-
lessChain’s latency stays constant as the latency of BIDL and Sync
HotStuff significantly increases for higher arrival rates.As the design
of BIDL is highly optimized for data center networkswith high band-
width and low network latency, their proposed coordination-based
approach for consensus and BIDL’s central sequencer, becomes a
bottleneck in aWAN setup with limited bandwidth and higher net-
work latency, as shown in Table 3 for the 4000 tps of the voting
application. These results corroborate the findings in the BIDL paper.
For Sync HotStuff, the main bottleneck is the leader component in
their coordination-based approach.

We observe that for identical configurations, the organizations of
allfivesystemsutilize thesameamountofmemoryonaverage.Forex-
ample, each organization of OrderlessChain and Fabric consumes
on average 400Mb of Heap for the 2500 tps of the voting application.
However, the CPUutilization of OrderlessChain is higher than the
utilization of other systems. For example, the Fabric organization’s
CPU utilization for the 2500 tps of the voting application is, on aver-
age, at 30%, whereas the OrderlessChain organization is at 50%.
This higher utilization is attributed to applying theCRDToperations
to the cache. However, as applying the modifications to the cache
is done sequentially due to the employed locking mechanism, the
higher CPU utilization for cache operations is bounded. The main
limitation of OrderlessChain is the cache’s locking mechanism to
avoid concurrent reads and writes due to Go language constraints,
which can be addressed using other technologies that offer lock-free
data structures.

Table 3: Breakdown average transaction processing time.

OrderlessChain (ms) Fabric (ms) BIDL (ms) Sync HotStuff (ms)

P1/Execution: 64 P1/Endorse: 59 P1/Sequence: 346 P1/Consensus: 5532
P2/Commit: 110 P2/Consensus: 17270 P2/Consensus: 6803 P2/Commit: 6

P3/Commit: 11 P3/Execution: 54
P4/Commit: 1

Discussion – We do not require coordination for preserving
I-confluent invariants. However, coordination is required for ap-
plications with non-I-confluent invariants. Suppose we require an
invariant to specify a deadline for the end of an election, after which
the votes are rejected. This is a non-I-confluent invariant and re-
quires coordination. One approach for enablingOrderlessChain
to preserve such invariants is extending it with coordination-based
protocols of Fabric and enabling this protocol when required. For
example, given that the end of an election specifies only a short time
of the whole time this event runs, which can be up to a few hours or
days, the coordination-based protocol can be enabled only when we
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Figure 10: Experiments with voting and auction applications onOrderlessChain, BIDL, and SyncHotStuff.

are near the end. Otherwise, we use our scalable coordination-free
protocol.

There exists an extensive range of I-confluent CRDT-based use
cases [10, 13, 17, 32, 33, 39, 47, 50, 52, 58, 69, 74–77, 81, 82], from
key-value stores to collaborative environments, which can be im-
plemented onOrderlessChain. Also, CRDT-based and I-confluent
development tools such asAutomerge [36],Katara [40] and Lucy [78]
for modeling and expressing various applications can be adapted to
OrderlessChain to offer BFT. Katara offers a solution for automati-
cally creating CRDTs from sequential non-CRDT implementations.
Lucy provides an environment for determining whether invariant
conditions are I-confluent. We developed other applications [55–
57] (not evaluated here) as proof of concept. We implemented an
IoT-based supply chainuse case tomonitor thehealthof temperature-
sensitive products during transit. We also implemented a trusted
distributed file storage system and a private Federated Learning sys-
tem by extendingOrderlessChainwith customized CRDTs. The
development of these applications onOrderlessChainwas straight-
forward.

10 RELATEDWORK

The low scalability of PoW-based protocols makes them infeasible
for permissioned blockchains such asMultiChain [26],R3Corda [28],
Quorum [51], and Fabric [2], which use various non-PoW-based
coordination-based protocols. Although these protocols improve
performance, the required coordination among nodes negatively
affects performance. Also,many transactions fail due to Fabric’s opti-
mistic coordination-basedprotocol [14, 71].Also, theRaft-based [59]
ordering service of Fabric is not BFT. Other studies propose BFT or-
derers [7, 9].

Reducing coordination to improve scalability while preserving in-
variants has been an active field of research. Several studies propose
solutions in non-Byzantine systems [5, 6, 42–46, 61, 62]. However,
they do not consider the added complexity of Byzantine failures

for preserving invariants. Some works reduce coordination while
offering BFT and preserving invariants [27, 38, 48, 63, 67]. However,
they do not eliminate the coordination or have limited use cases.

Bailis et al. [4] introduced I-confluence, which shares similarities
with Left Commuting Operations [21] for identifying the possible
order of operations to persevere the application’s serializability. It
also shares similarities with the CALM theorem [29], demonstrating
that monotonic transactions can be processed coordination-free.

Studies propose coordination-based BFT approaches for exe-
cuting CRDT applications [18, 19, 72, 83]. However, only some
works study CRDTs in blockchains. Vegvisir [34] study integrat-
ing CRDTs with a Directed Acyclic Graph-structured blockchain
without support for executing smart contracts. RAMBLE [31] pro-
poses a blockchain-based Twitter-like messaging protocol based
on CRDT sets.MEChain [79] proposes a CRDT-enabled blockchain-
based system for storing electronic health records. Setchain [12]
decreases coordination in blockchains by only partially ordering
transactions. However, their solution is only limited to grow-only
sets and still requires some round of coordination. FabricCRDT [54]
uses coordination-based JSON CRDT techniques. The difference
between FabricCRDT and OrderlessChain, besides our system
enabling BFT CRDTs in a coordinate-free environment, is Fabric-
CRDT’s state-based CRDT approach. For every modification on
FabricCRDT, the entire object stored on the ledger must be retrieved
and modified and then sent to organizations to be merged with the
existing objects. On FabricCRDT, the objects gradually become large,
negatively affecting the performance, as observed here.

11 CONCLUSIONS

We presented OrderlessChain, a BFT coordination-free permis-
sioned blockchain capable of hosting and executing an extensive
range of safe and live CRDT-based I-confluent applications. Our
evaluation shows that a coordination-free permissioned blockchain
performs significantly better than coordination-based approaches
for applications with I-confluent invariant conditions.
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